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Making Music at Home – KS1 
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https://vimeo.com/showcase/7074920 Click on this link and then scroll down to 

find the video of me at my piano singing ‘I like to eat apples and bananas’. 

  

You will need your singing voice and your phonic knowledge for this 

song, as the song gets very, very silly whilst we experiment with 

using our different long vowel sounds. Get ready to remember your 

graphemes, digraphs, split-vowel digraphs and trigraphs! 
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 https://youtu.be/xXoHimZ4HrA 

 

Whilst we are on the subject of phonics and reading, here is a fantastic song called 

‘I like Books’. I hope everyone is keeping up with their reading whilst they are off 

school and are enjoying having grown ups or siblings read to them too.  

 

As usual, begin by just listening, then learn the chorus first before learning the 

verses.  
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https://youtu.be/w_l5ONMXCkl 

Listen to this piece of music. It is the Overture 

(opening piece of music) to ‘The Wizard of Oz. 

This story was originally a book and was then 

turned into films and stage shows since.  

 

I want you to listen to the music extremely carefully and see if you can 

describe what is happening to the tempo (speed) as the sections of the 

music change.   

Can you create a comfy den for reading in? Use cushions, blankets, tables 

and chairs. Make sure you ask for permission first! Snuggle in with other 

members of your household and take it in turns to read to each other. 

  

 

If you are a Rainbow or a Beaver, you could have    

fun completing these book badges at home; ‘Book Reader’ for 

Beavers and ‘Book Lover’ for Rainbows. 

 

Enjoy these activities and remember to post any videos of you completing any tasks on 

Twitter #BoltonMusicCent  

See you soon. Mrs Dunphy 

https://youtu.be/y0teJ85qlqY 

Here is You Tube version of the story 

of ‘The Wizard of Oz’ for you to watch 

and listen to. 
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